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Lock Her Up! 
Fmr. Trump Intel Chief Says Evidence for ‘Multiple’ 

Indictments in Durham’s Trump-Russia Probe 
 

 

Who is the real Hillary Clinton?  Hard to tell from these pictures.  She has been cloned 
at least 9 times that we know of and lots of doubles & look a likes.  Actors...CGI...old 
footage you name it...they use it all.  Here is an example of the fraud right under your 
nose.  Hope they have good finger prints on file of this Cretan when she is booked! 
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Then-Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe speaks at a press conference Oct. 
21, 2020. 
 
FEBRUARY 14, 2022 RYAN MORGAN 
 
John Ratcliffe, who served as the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) under President 
Donald Trump, believes there’s evidence to support indictments against “multiple 
people” who promoted false claims Trump colluded with Russia in the 2016 election. 
 
In an interview on Fox News’ “America’s Newsroom,” Ratcliffe said he expects Special 
Counsel John Durham to bring “quite a few more indictments” in his investigation into 
the origins of the Trump-Russia collusion claims. 
 
Ratcliffe’s comments came days after Durham alleged in a new court filing related to his 
ongoing prosecution of Michael Sussman — a lawyer for then-Democrat candidate 
Hillary Clinton’s campaign — that Sussman and an unnamed tech executive worked 
to infiltrate Trump’s servers in an effort to establish an “inference” and “narrative” 
connecting Trump to the Russian government. 
 
Durham’s filing Friday, describes an alleged effort by Sussman and a tech executive, 
referred to in documents as “Tech Executive 1,” to access private and proprietary 
Internet data to give government agencies the impression of a “covert communications 
channel” between the Trump organization and Russia. 
 
In particular, Durham alleged Sussman and Tech Executive 1 worked with a U.S. 
university that already had access to large amounts of Internet data as part of a pending 
federal government cybersecurity research contract, including non-public Internet data. 
Durham further alleged Sussman compiled data appearing to show domain name 
system (DNS) traffic from Trump IP addresses to what Sussman described as a “rare” 
Russian mobile phone service. Durham said while Sussman characterized the Internet 
activity between the Trump organization and the Russian phone service as “suspicious,” 
Sussman omitted that more than 3 million U.S.-based DNS lookups for the Russian 
phone service had occurred between 2014 and 2017, fewer than 1,000 of which came 
from IP addresses linked to Trump Tower. 
 
“What John Durham’s pleading talks about was Hillary Clinton’s lawyer, Michael 
Sussman, took this information from the tech executive and pitched it to the FBI as 
evidence of Trump-Russia connections that simply weren’t true and that the lawyer . . . 
and the tech executive knew not to be true,” Ratcliffe said. 
 
In addition to Sussman, Durham has indicted FBI lawyer Kevin Clinesmith, on a charge 
of altering an email which was then used to request an extension of a secret 
government surveillance warrant against the Trump campaign. Clinesmith pled guilty to 
the charge. 
 

https://americanmilitarynews.com/author/staff-writer-15/
https://nypost.com/2022/02/14/ratcliffe-expects-a-few-more-indictments-in-durham-probe/
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2021/11/key-source-of-unproven-trump-russia-collusion-dossier-arrested-by-doj/
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2021/11/key-source-of-unproven-trump-russia-collusion-dossier-arrested-by-doj/
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Durham has also indicted Igor Danchenko, a major source of allegations in an anti-
Trump dossier prepared by Christopher Steele. Danchenko was charged with lying to 
the FBI about the source of his information, which ended up in the Steele dossier. 
 
During the interview, Ratcliffe did not specify who else he thought Durham would bring 
indictments against, but referred back to a set of 2016 notes he declassified in 
September of 2020, belonging to former CIA director John Brennan. Ratcliffe said 
Brennan’s notes detailed a “Hillary Clinton campaign plan to create fake Russia 
collusion allegations or a scandal involving Donald Trump.” 
 
Ratcliffe said “anyone that was aware that this campaign plan was going to be falsely 
pitched to the FBI or the CIA or law enforcement or intelligence authorities, would be 
subject to criminal prosecution for any number of crimes, mail fraud, wire fraud, lying 
under oath, in congressional testimony, false testimony to prosecutors, all of those 
things. So it could go broadly and deeply.” 
 
 
HILLARY CLINTON’S 28 BIGGEST CRIMES AND SCANDALS WITH VIDEO 
SUPPORT FOR TOP CRIMES 
Here they are: Hillary’s biggest 22 (+ 6 more) scandals ever, but the list is much 
longer.  I’ve tracked the Clinton Crime Family only since 1993. 
 

 
 
 
HERE ARE THE SIX CLINTON BONUS CRIMES NOT COVERED IN THE ARTICLE: 
#1 IN CHILD MURDERS = HILLARY CLINTON HAS BEEN RESPONSIBLE (with Bill 
Clinton and Madeline Albright) FOR THE MURDER of 600,000+ CHILDREN IN 
LIBYA, SYRIA, AND IRAQ = ORDERED SEVEN MONTH BOMBING OF LIBYA + 
WMDs USED IN SYRIA + AND OTHER MASSIVE BOMBINGS IN IRAQ AND SYRIA 
Madeleine Albright justifies the deaths of 500,000 Iraqi children as “Worth it”: 
   

https://americanmilitarynews.com/2021/11/key-source-of-unproven-trump-russia-collusion-dossier-arrested-by-doj/
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2021/11/key-source-of-unproven-trump-russia-collusion-dossier-arrested-by-doj/
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#2 Hillary authorized use of  WMDs as documented by SEYMOUR HERSH on 
Democracy Now — Hillary supplied weapons and components for WMDs from 
LIBYA via Turkey to Hired Terrorist mercenaries to MASS MURDER HUNDREDS 
of SYRIAN CHILDREN to justify American escalation of WAR but the LIE was 
caught and Hillary should have been prosecuted for WMD WAR CRIMES for 
supplying Sarin Gas to terrorists. 
 
#3 LARGEST “PAY-to-PLAY” Scam in U.S. GOV HISTORY = Hillary Clinton 
violated State Department record keeping policies to coverup LARGEST “PAY-to-
PLAY” Scams run out of State Department = $100s of Millions in Fraud involving 
the Clinton Foundation and 30,000+ deleted messages likely related to 
Foundation.  EXAMPLE: Saudis gave $35 Million to Clinton Foundation & SAUDIS 
got a $50 Million jump in State Department funding in 2012 + Bill Clinton was paid 
$300,000 for ONE speech to the Saudi Investment Authority — THERE are 
DOZENS of  Similar cases involving BAHRAIN + ALGERIA + EVEN NORWAY — 
FACT:  Ambassador Gration HAD TO RESIGN FOR using a commercial email 
systems for daily business and The State Department warned him against doing 
so, but Gration used it anyway = “The Department subsequently initiated 
disciplinary proceedings against him…but he resigned before any disciplinary 
measures were imposed.” 
 
“Clinton Cash” = tracks dozens of “PAY-to-PLAY” Scams Hillary ran at STATE to 
increase the Clintons personal fortune via the Clinton Foundation and many 
foreign nations and businesses (some known terrorists). 
   
#4 MASSIVE ELECTIONS FRAUD using Automated Tally Fraud in all Electronic 
Elections (BERNIE WON OR TIED IN ALL HEAD COUNT CAUCUS ELECTIONS — 
OFTEN BY LANDSLIDES) and Clinton staff and DNC used dozens of Nixon-Style 
Dirty Tricks using the MAFIA RUN MEDIA as a tool! 
  
#5 HILLARY & BILL’S UNIVERSITY (LAUREATE) SCAMMED THE POOREST 
PEOPLE IN LATIN AMERICA AND MADE OFF WITH $20 MILLION IN “PAY-TO-
PLAY” SCAM! = Bloomberg says Clintons Largest for-profits, Laureate University, 
put Bill Clinton on Its Payroll for years and Scored a Jump in Funding with $64.2 
Million in grants from Hillary Clinton’s State Dept. When Scheme was Revealed 
Bill Clinton Quickly Resigned as Hillary Clinton continued to blast for-profit 
colleges and universities. = Hillary Clinton refused to answer questions the for-
profit education company. = HILLARY AND BILL “PAY TO PLAY” FOR-PROFIT 
UNIVERSITY SCAM EXPLOITED UNPREPARED STUDENTS! = Hillary’s University 
Scandal = Laureate Racket of ROBBING $71.5 Million! + HILLARY stole tax 
payers’ money to do it! + Bill Clinton = $16.46 million on the “PAY” SIDE with 
Strong ties to Clinton Global Initiative. + Laureate = “PAY” Side = Donated 
between $1 Million to $5 million range to Clinton Foundation — George Soros 
backer in Laureate SCAM that WaPo said “Laureate has stirred controversy 
throughout Latin America, where it derives two-thirds of its revenue.” 
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#6 HILLARY & BILL CLINTON ROBBED $BILLIONS FROM THE POOREST OF THE 
POOR IN HAITI AND HONDURAS AND LIKELY ORDERED ASSASSINATION OF A 
LOVED LEADER = THEY PERSONALLY PROFITED VIA THE CLINTON 
FOUNDATION! = HILLARY @ STATE = 2009 Obama-Clinton BLOCKED the Haitian 
government from raising their minimum wage to 61 Cents/Hour or $5/day. = 
Diplomatic cables released by Wikileaks in 2011 prove. = Sweatshops for Hanes 
and Levi-Strauss made a huge stink and FORCED 31 Cents/Hour on the poverty-
stricken Haitians + HILLARY @ STATE = Haitians Protest Outside CLINTON 
FOUNDATION Offices in New York Over ‘$Billions Stolen’ ($10 BILLION in 
contracts awarded to NON-HAITIAN companies) by Clintons that was meant for 
rebuilding Haiti after the devastating 2010 earthquake and a majority of Haiti is 
still in disrepair = ROBBED from the Haiti Reconstruction Commission headed by 
Bill Clinton using the Foundation as cover for foreign governments to funnel 
kickbacks of $100s of Millions to the Clinton Foundation in exchange for FAVORS 
Hillary @ STATE was doing for the foreign governments. 
 
Clintons = Scandals and Crimes for 30 years = “Clinton fatigue.” = Most 
mistrusted candidate for president in history = “cloud of constant scandal she 
brings to the political process.” FROM ARTICLE: 
Click for Source Article for HILLARY’S 22 BIGGEST SCANDALS 
 
Barbara Walters in 2003 asked Hillary, “How did you get in this mess where your 
whole credibility is being questioned?” 
 
Hillary’s response: “Oh, I ask myself that every day, Barbara, because it’s very 
surprising and confusing to me.” 
 
#1 Clintons turn IRS into ‘gestapo’ to harass and exact revenge on political 
enemies = IRS audits against individuals and groups who caused problems for 
the administration. = Gennifer Flowers + Liz Ward Gracen + Paula Jones + Juanita 
Broaddrick + fired Travel Office Director Billy Dale + attorney Kent Masterson 
Brown + Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly 
 
#2 Covering Bill’s dirty deeds = Clintons hired private investigators (Hillary called 
the “Truth Squad”) to intimidate Juanita Broaddrick + Gennifer Flowers + 
Kathleen Willey + Paula Jones + other women = Campaigns of 
intimidation/harassment = Willey, author of 2007 book, “Target: Caught in the 
Crosshairs of Bill and Hillary Clinton.” = Used mob-style intimidation to keep her 
silent + Hillary defended against Monica Lewinsky affair = Calling it a “vast right-
wing conspiracy” but under oath, Bill Clinton admitted to an affair with Flowers 
and with Lewinksy. 
 
#3 Looted the White House in 2001 = Vandalized and ship furniture to the 
Clintons’ personal home in Chappaqua, New York = $190,000 in furnishings 
missing + The General Accounting Office investigation reported $14,000 in 
”damage, theft, vandalism and pranks did occur in the White House complex.” + 

http://www.wnd.com/2015/05/here-they-are-hillarys-22-biggest-scandals-ever/#!
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Including the theft of a presidential seal + Missing doorknobs + Medallions + 
Office signs + Clintons also auctioned off or sold taxpayer-financed government 
goods, positions, and services in exchange for political campaign contributions 
and personal profit = Seats on overseas trade missions + Export licenses for high 
technology sales to China + Commissionerships and judgeships + Rides on Air 
Force One + Overnight stays in the White House’s Lincoln Bedroom + Graves at 
Arlington Cemetery+ Meetings with key Clinton-Gore administration leaders. 
Some of the goods were returned. 
 
#4 Filegate: FBI files on enemies = Illegally obtaining FBI files on perceived 
adversaries including women who charged Bill Clinton with sexual misconduct = 
Linda Tripp + Kathleen Willey + 900 relevant files with Hillary linked directly to the 
controversy. = Found during investigation of Clintons’ Travelgate. = FBI files 
improperly accessed by a Hillary hired middle man. 
 
#5 Hillary’s deputy chief of staff Huma Abedin for decades is linked to Abdullah 
Omar Naseef, who is accused of financing al-Qaida fronts. 
 
6) Vince Foster’s 1993 death = Deputy White House counsel and Hillary’s friend 
and law partner linked to Travelgate and Whitewater scandals = 1993 Foster was 
found dead in a park with a fatal gunshot wound to his mouth, but the crime 
scene was altered and “White House aides enter[ed] Foster’s office shortly after 
his death to remove Foster’s files in a cover-up to wipe out embarrassing and 
incriminating documents on Whitewater and Hillary’s other personal affairs = 
Removed arm-loads of files and loose-leaf binders. 
 
#7 Servergate: Hillary RISKED SAFETY AND SECURITY OF ALL AMERICANS 
using an UNSECURED SERVER and Blackberry in her home for TOP SECRET 
communications on war plans and security issues.  THOUSANDS of her 
documents are now in the hands of our enemies. Hillary refused to use 
government secured servers for her communications as secretary of state and 
illegally used a private unsecured email server located at her home subject to 
hacker access. All done to prevent the government from auditing her activities in 
a “Pay-to-Play” Scheme using the Clinton Foundation for the “PAY” part in 
selling her State Department Decisions and Favors “PLAY” part. Many top-secret 
communications regarding National Secrets were open to hacking and several 
foreign hackers are known to have had long-term access for up to a year. 
Investigator General for STATE found she never received approval and violated 
record keeping laws. + Hillary left STATE without turning over her 
communications and after prodding returned 4% of her correspondence + After 
more investigation she finally turned over years later around 30,000 emails and 
deleted 30,000 illegally, destruction of government secrets and property, from the 
server. She had been pre-warned by STATE that ail communications must be 
turned in prior to leaving office — She violated that with the deletions and by a 
multiple year delay all under extreme pressure from Congress. The TOP crimes 
are the risk to the Safety and Security of all Americans and the $100s of Millions 
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in SELLING STATE DECISIONS for contributions and paid speeches by the 
Clintons in the “PAY-to-PLAY” Scheme that included arms sales and MASSIVE 
WASTES OF TAXPAYERS MONIES! 
 
#8 Chinagate: Sale of high-tech secrets for donations of $100s of Millions to 
Democratic Party entities, including Bill Clinton’s 1996 re-election campaign, in 
exchange for permission to sell high-tech secrets to China that advanced China’s 
missile program. Bribes from communist Chinese banks and their government 
involved Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown, who under Hillary’s instruction, 
sold seats on Department trade missions to China and elsewhere. But this 
scandal took back seat to the Monica Lewinsky scandal covering up much bigger 
crimes. 
 
#9 Travelgate Scandal in White House travel office = Clintons fired long time staff 
and replaced them with long time Clinton cronies = Bill’s 25-year-old cousin as 
office director + seven positions to Hillary’s Arkansas friends + WaPo reported an 
effort to award a White House airline contract to a Clinton friend + Hillary had the 
FBI investigate the former head of the travel office, Billy Dale, who was fired 
without notice and charged with embezzlement but found not guilty of the crime 
in 1995 + Was later audited by the IRS. 
 
#10 Whitewater 1994: Jail for friends, but not Clintons = Concerning improper 
Campaign Contributions for Political/Financial favors & Tax benefits + A failed 
1980s Arkansas real-estate scam involving the Clintons and a Little Rock savings 
bank run by the Clintons’ Whitewater business partners who went to prison for 
fraud. + Probe expanded to the death of Vincent Foster and many of his missing 
files. 
 
#11 Mini-Scandal = ‘Landing under sniper fire’ in Bosnia LIE in March 17, 2008, 
Hillary in a foreign-policy speech on Iraq, recalled a trip to Bosnia, in 1996 = “I 
remember landing under sniper fire…There was supposed to be some kind of a 
greeting ceremony at the airport, but instead we just ran with our heads down to 
get into the vehicles to get to our base.” = PROVEN A LIE with news footage of 
her visit showing a peaceful reception with young children laughing. Yet she 
repeated the lie many times while campaigning for president in 2007-2008. After 
being trapped she admitted it was a LIE! = “So I made a mistake…shows I’m 
human…” 
 
#12 Hillary’s ‘missing’ law firm billing records at Rose Law firm = 1994 
investigation into Hillary’s days during Watergate scandal = 115 pages missing = 
WaPo reported that “when the records mysteriously turned up in the White House 
in 1996, they showed she met repeatedly with key figures in the scandal.” 
 
#13 Pardongate: Bill sells pardons for Hillary Senate Contributions = “PAY-to-
PLAY” in 2001 = Bill granted controversial pardon to convicted Zionist tax evader 
Marc Rich = Convicted on 50 fraud counts + Racketeering + Illegal trading with 
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Iran during Hostage Crisis + $48 Million in tax evasion = Rich’s wife PAID 
significant contributions to Hillary’s 2000 Senate campaign and the Clinton 
presidential library = 300 years worth of crimes but he spent his time in 
Switzerland to avoid prison as a most wanted criminal. Other pardons go Hillary’s 
brothers big pay offs for helping drug kingpin Carlos Vignali and convicted 
swindler Glenn Braswell. 
 
#14 Hillary’s cash cows and 9,987% profit = March 1994, it was revealed Hillary 
with no previous experience in cattle futures made (1978-1979) $99,537 in profit 
on a $1,000 investment in just nine months via Tyson Foods connection. NYT 
reported: “During Mr. Clinton’s tenure as Governor, Tyson benefited from several 
state decisions, including favorable environmental rulings” = $9 Million in state 
loans…” 
 
#15 Clinton body count: Collection of dead people associated with Clintons’ 
scams = Mysterious and often violent deaths. = “all Clinton scandals, you find 
similarities, you find common tactics, you find common actions and you find 
dead people.” = A source of terror for Clinton enemies and closest friends + Over 
100 people who have refused to testify against Clintons + 45 people who went to 
prison. 
 
#16 Hillary’s radical pal, Saul Alinsky = More Speculation and intrigue than fact 
related to Hillary’s 92-page senior thesis for Wellesley College offering an 
extensive, largely positive critique of Alinsky and his work + In June 1972, a 
group Clinton co-chaired maintained a working relationship with Alinsky’s main 
community organizing outfit influencing Clintons’ education policy “the key issue 
Hillary Clinton” in Arkansas politics during Bill’s governorship.” = Hillary was 
president her College’s Young Republicans and she met and talked with Alinsky. 
 
#17 Hillary laughs about defending 41-year-old child rapist (12) = Just part of the 
job as she laughed about his passing of a lie-detector test = She was interviewed 
on video and almost boasts of knowing of her client’s guilt and laughing about 
the case. = “It was a fascinating case, it was a very interesting case. This guy was 
accused of raping a 12-year-old. Course he claimed that he didn’t, and all this 
stuff. … I had him take a polygraph, which he passed – which forever destroyed 
my faith in polygraphs.” She laughed at the statement. = Clinton’s strategy was to 
attack the 12-year-old’s “emotionally unstable” with a “tendency to seek out older 
men and engage in fantasizing.” 
 
#18 Hill ca$hes in: Clinton’s hired Iranian fundraiser Nemazee and her national 
campaign finance director, who received a 12-year prison sentence for a PONZI 
SCHEME on $292 Million in loans = Hillary received funds from the Iranian 
government and hired a convicted Iranian-American multimillionaire with ties to 
Tehran as her national campaign finance director in 2008 who gave Clinton 
Foundation $30,000 (2005-2006) + Between $25,000 and $50,000 in 2008 
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#19 BIGGEST FRAUD = Clinton Foundation: Scandals just keep coming out $100+ 
Millions exploiting the poorest nations in the world and working with terrorist 
anti-women’s rights nations and companies. = Hillary was complicit in systematic 
financial fraud warranting a criminal investigation. = Foundation filed financial 
and tax forms that were materially misleading and false tax returns = Clintons 
enriched themselves through a nonprofit organization = the Clinton Foundation = 
Top watchdog is calling for the Clinton Foundation to be shut down. = 9% of 
money goes to charity + While Hillary was @ STATE $17 million went missing 
from Clinton Foundation financial reports. 
 
#20 Benghazi = THE FAKED SCANDAL TO COVER UP REAL CRIMES IN MIDDLE 
EAST! = Mass murders of Thousands of Libyan civilians + Horrible assassination 
of Gaddafi to help Rothschilds protect the French African currency and banking + 
Funding of al Qaeda and its transformation into ISIS(L) and supplying of WMDs, 
weapons, and Libyan (U.S. supplied) terrorist to terrorist groups in Syria via 
Turkey that resulted in the WMDs Gassing Mass Murders of 100s of children in 
Syria + 100,000+ of other Syrian children have been mass murdered in Syria 
under Hillary’s pressure from within STATE 
 
#21 Peter Franklin Paul: Hillary friend goes to prison after Peter Paul setup the 
spectacular Hollywood gala in August 2000 for Hillary’s 2000 Senate campaign = 
Illegal, in-kind contribution from Paul included a fundraiser at the exclusive 
Spago restaurant in Beverly Hills, a tea hosted at the Beverly Hills home of 
socialite Cynthia Gershman and a lavish, A-list, million-dollar-plus Hollywood 
gala honoring Bill Clinton. Paul personally gave more than $1.2 million to produce 
the events in exchange for a $17 million agreement made with Bill Clinton to 
serve as an international promoter for the company after he left the White House. 
Paul was indicted in June 2001 for manipulating the price of the stock in his 
company, Stan Lee Media, as it was collapsing. = Paul charged Attorney General 
Eric Holder at DOJ of reneging on a sentencing agreement. 
 
#22 Watergate: Fired for being a ‘liar’ = Hillary played a role in the Watergate 
saga, and her actions as a young attorney may have set the tone for her career. 
At 27 Hillary was fired from the staff of the House Judiciary committee 
investigating the Watergate scandal in 1974 for being a liar and much worse. = 
“She was an unethical, dishonest lawyer. She conspired to violate the 
Constitution, the rules of the House, the rules of the committee and the rules of 
confidentiality.” 
 
#24  Hillary “I didn’t do it” Clinton! What has happened to many “friends” of the 
Clintons. 
 

 1- James McDougal – Clintons convicted Whitewater partner died of an 
apparent heart attack, while in solitary confinement. He was a key witness 
in Ken Starr’s investigation. 
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 2 – Mary Mahoney – A former White House intern was murdered July 1997 
at a Starbucks Coffee Shop in Georgetown .. The murder happened just 
after she was to go public with her story of sexual harassment in the White 
House. 
 

 3 – Vince Foster – Former White House councilor, and colleague of Hillary 
Clinton at Little Rock’s Rose Law firm. Died of a gunshot wound to the 
head, ruled a suicide. 
 

 4 – Ron Brown – Secretary of Commerce and former DNC Chairman. 
Reported to have died by impact in a plane crash. A pathologist close to 
the investigation reported that there was a hole in the top of Brown’s skull 
resembling a gunshot wound. At the time of his death Brown was being 
investigated, and spoke publicly of his willingness to cut a deal with 
prosecutors. The rest of the people on the plane also died. A few days later 
the air Traffic controller committed suicide. 
 

 5 – C. Victor Raiser, II – Raiser, a major player in the Clinton fund-raising 
organization died in a private plane crash in July 1992. 
 

 6 – Paul Tulley – Democratic National Committee Political Director found 
dead in a hotel room in Little Rock , September 1992. Described by Clinton 
as a “dear friend and trusted advisor”. 
 

 7 – Ed Willey – Clinton fundraiser, found dead November 1993 deep in the 
woods in VA of a gunshot wound to the head. Ruled a suicide. Ed Willey 
died on the same day his wife Kathleen Willey claimed Bill Clinton groped 
her in the oval office in the White House. Ed Willey was involved in several 
Clinton fund-raising events. 
 

 8 – Jerry Parks – Head of Clinton’s gubernatorial security team in Little 
Rock .. Gunned down in his car at a deserted intersection outside Little 
Rock Park’s son said his father was building a dossier on Clinton He 
allegedly threatened to reveal this information. After he died the files were 
mysteriously removed from his house. 
 

 9 – James Bunch – Died from a gunshot suicide. It was reported that he 
had a “Black Book” of people that contained names of influential people 
who visited prostitutes in Texas and Arkansas 
 

 10 – James Wilson – Was found dead in May 1993 from an apparent 
hanging suicide. He was reported to have ties to Whitewater.. 
 

 11 – Kathy Ferguson – Ex-wife of Arkansas Trooper Danny Ferguson, was 
found dead in May 1994, in her living room with a gunshot to her head. It 
was ruled a suicide even though there were several packed suitcases, as if 
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she were going somewhere. Danny Ferguson was a co-defendant along 
with Bill Clinton in the Paula Jones lawsuit Kathy Ferguson was a possible 
corroborating witness for Paula Jones. 
 

 12 – Bill Shelton – Arkansas State Trooper and fiancée of Kathy Ferguson. 
Critical of the suicide ruling of his fiancée, he was found dead in June, 1994 
of a gunshot wound also ruled a suicide at the grave site of his fiancée. 
 

 13 – Gandy Baugh – Attorney for Clinton’s friend Dan Lassater, died by 
jumping out a window of a tall building January, 1994. His client was a 
convicted drug distributor. 
 

 14 – Florence Martin – Accountant & sub-contractor for the CIA, was 
related to the Barry Seal, Mena, Arkansas, airport drug smuggling case. He 
died of three gunshot wounds. 
 

 15 – Suzanne Coleman – Reportedly had an affair with Clinton when he was 
Arkansas Attorney General. Died of a gunshot wound to the back of the 
head, ruled a suicide. Was pregnant at the time of her death. 
 

 16 – Paula Grober – Clinton’s speech interpreter for the deaf from 1978 
until her deathDecember 9, 1992. She died in a one car accident. 
 

 17 – Danny Casolaro – Investigative reporter. Investigating Mena Airport 
and Arkansas Development Finance Authority. He slit his wrists, 
apparently, in the middle of his investigation. 
 

 18 – Paul Wilcher – Attorney investigating corruption at Mena Airport with 
Casolaro and the 1980 “October Surprise” was found dead on a toilet June 
22, 1993, in his Washington DC apartment. Had delivered a report to Janet 
Reno 3 weeks before his death. 
 

 19 – Jon Parnell Walker – Whitewater investigator for Resolution Trust 
Corp. Jumped to his death from his Arlington , Virginia apartment balcony 
August 15, 1993. He was investigating the Morgan Guaranty scandal. 
 

 20 – Barbara Wise – Commerce Department staffer. Worked closely with 
Ron Brown and John Huang. Cause of death unknown. Died Nov 29, 1996. 
Her bruised, nude body was found locked in her office at the Department of 
Commerce. 
 

 21 – Charles Meissner – Assistant Secretary of Commerce who gave John 
Huang special security clearance, died shortly thereafter in a small plane 
crash. 
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 22 – Dr. Stanley Heard – Chairman of the National Chiropractic Health Care 
Advisory Committee died with his attorney Steve Dickson in a small plane 
crash. Dr. Heard, in addition to serving on Clinton ‘s advisory council 
personally treated Clinton’s mother, stepfather and brother. 
 

 23 – Barry Seal – Drug running TWA pilot out of Mena Arkansas, death was 
no accident. 
 

 24 – Johnny Lawhorn, Jr. – Mechanic, found a check made out to Bill 
Clinton in the trunk of a car left at his repair shop. He was found dead after 
his car had hit a utility pole. 
 

 25 – Stanley Huggins – Investigated Madison Guaranty. His death was a 
purported suicide and his report was never released. 
 

 26 – Hershell Friday – Attorney and Clinton fundraiser died March 1, 1994, 
when his plane exploded. 
 

 27 – Kevin Ives & Don Henry – Known as “The boys on the track” case. 
Reports say the boys may have stumbled upon the Mena Arkansas airport 
drug operation. A controversial case, the initial report of death said, due to 
falling asleep on railroad tracks. Later reports claim the 2 boys had been 
slain before being placed on the tracks. Many linked to the case died before 
their testimony could come before a Grand Jury. 

 
 28 – Keith Coney – Died when his motorcycle slammed into the back of a 

truck, 7/88. 
 

 29 – Keith McMaskle – Died, stabbed 113 times, Nov, 1988 
 

 30 – Gregory Collins – Died from a gunshot wound January 1989. 
 

 31 – Jeff Rhodes – He was shot, mutilated and found burned in a trash 
dump in April 1989. 
 

 32 – James Milan – Found decapitated. However, the Coroner ruled his 
death was due to natural causes”. 
 

 33 – Jordan Kettleson – Was found shot to death in the front seat of his 
pickup truck in June 1990. 
 

 34 – Richard Winters – A suspect in the Ives/Henry deaths. He was killed in 
a set-up robbery July 1989. 
 
THE FOLLOWING CLINTON BODYGUARDS ARE DEAD 

 35 – Major William S. Barkley, Jr. 
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 36 – Captain Scott J . Reynolds 
 37 – Sgt. Brian Hanley 
 38 – Sgt. Tim Sabel 
 39 – Major General William Robertson 
 40 – Col. William Densberger 
 41 – Col. Robert Kelly 
 42 – Spec. Gary Rhodes 
 43 – Steve Willis 
 44 – Robert Williams 
 45 – Conway LeBleu 
 46 – Todd McKeehan 
 So what happens to friends of the Clintons! Very costly proposition to be 

their FRIEND! 
  
  

Bring Back the Nuremberg Trials and do it Publicly 
By Dave Daubenmire| February 17th, 2022 
 

                                                  Coach Dave Daubenmire 
I just got locked up in Facebook jail for saying that Hillary should hang.  I’ve spent more 
time in jail than her. 
 
Hillary Clinton is a traitor.  Now that the evidence clearly shows that’s why we’re not 
permitted to demand the law be followed? 
 
But she is not alone.  I hope they have built an industrial grade group of gallows in 
Gitmo. 
 
America has become a third world country when it comes to our government.  There 
cannot be a more corrupt group of politicians in the world than the one’s we see 
“serving” us in Washington D. C. 
 
Many of them should be jailed.  A whole cadre of miscreants have turned America into a 
Banana Republic.  It is obvious now.  Our “public servants” have been serving 
themselves. 
 
I grew up in an age when we used to laugh at the media in Moscow.  Y’all remember 
the PRAVDA jokes because everyone outside of Russia could see that they were 
simply promoting the corrupt government message. 
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“Those poor Russian people are so deceived.  Why can’t they see that their leadership 
is lying to them?”  Those were the types of words we used when we discussed what 
was going on behind the Iron Curtain. 
 
Well, the joke is on us.  Joe American is the biggest fool the world has ever seen.  We 
are slowly waking up to the fact that we have been trapped in our own Lying Curtain. 
 
Yep, Hillary and a whole host of others should be jailed. 
 
Treason is punishable by death.  Sadly, we no longer have the stomach for harsh 
justice.  Hillary and her Luciferian cohorts know that.  They are counting on the soft 
under-belly of Christianity to offer them grace. 
 
Well, I want JUSTICE.  The Bible teaches us that “Mercy follows justice”, and I believe 
that the Mercy of Jesus Christ is available to us all…but Justice comes before Mercy. 
Without justice there can be no mercy. 
 
Treason is defined as “Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war 
against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United 
States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned 
not less than five years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000; and shall be 
incapable of holding any office under the United States.” 
 
What could be more treasonous than spying on the President of the United States? 
Do you have any understanding of the damage Hillary Clinton has done to our 
Republic?  What if Putin had done what she did?  Joe Biden is President because 
Hillary’s fake Russiagate overthrew the Trump administration.  That, my friends, is 
treasonous. 
 
Who else knew about it?  Who else took part in the undermining and eventual 
overthrown of the US Government?  Who helped her?  Who covered for her?  Who 
looked the other way? 
 
I bet this GANG OF 8 knew. 
 
Looking the other way is a crime as well.  It is called Misprison of treason. 
 
“Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States and having knowledge of the 
commission of any treason against them, conceals and does not, as soon as may 
be, disclose and make known the same to the President or to some judge of the 
United States, or to the governor or to some judge or justice of a particular State, is 
guilty of misprision of treason and shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more 
than seven years, or both.” 
 
Who knew? Comey? Clapper? Biden? Obama? McConnell? Pelosi? Ryan? Barr? The 
list is endless.  A cabal of accomplices on both sides of the aisle were complicit or 
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negligent by their silence and cooperation.  Silence is compliance.  God only knows how 
many others knew what was going on. 
 
Our Republic stands in the valley of decision.  A valley so deep that the very survival of 
this nation dangles over the abyss. 
 
Spying on a sitting President.  Let that sink in.  Nixon was a piker. 
 
The United States of America is under siege.  We are being defeated from within. Even 
our police departments defend the power of the corrupt government rather than the 
rights of the people.  Look at what is going on in Canada. Cops stealing the truckers 
diesel fuel so they won’t be able to keep warm. Loyal to a dictator Justin Trudeau for a 
paycheck. 
 
“People need to be held accountable.”  I hear that crap all of the time.  Lady Justice is 
supposed to be blind but she obviously has her foot on the scales.  They spied on the 
President and rigged an election.  Our liberty is slipping through our fingers. 
 
Do you really think that “the corrupt government” will hold “the corrupt government” 
accountable? 
 
It all ties together. 
 
Bring back the Nuremberg trials and do it publicly. 
Message to the FBI and the Secret Service.  I’m not planning any vigilante justice.  I 
make no threats to Hillary and her cohorts. I am simply asking that YOU follow YOUR 
oath and protect us from ALL enemies…especially the DOMESTIC ones. 
 
I believe in the rule of law.  I believe in honest, God-ordained government.  The act of 
treason is punishable by death.  I simply call for justice. 
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Christian worldview. A popular, high-energy speaker, Coach Daubenmire's motivational 
lectures, laced with powerful and relevant Scripture, is challenging Americans all across 
thecountry. EMail: coach@ptsalt.com Web: http://saltandlightbrigade.org Web: www. 
CoachDaveLive.com 
  
Ditto’s for Coach Daubenmire! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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